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FADE IN:

COLLAGE CLASSROOM TEACHER DISCUSSING LECTURE AND THE CLASS AS
A WHOLE.
OUTSIDE CAMPUS GROUNDS
Exiting her class building Andy looks around trying to find
her next lecture building. Andy starts off for her next class
and bumps into another student on campus.
STUDENT
excuse me... do you need help me?
ANDY
Ummm… yeah?
STUDENT (TAYLOR)
what do you need?
ANDY
I am looking for the multi media
building...
STUDENT (TAYLOR)
Ahh!!it is right over there.. I am
Taylor by the way, what is yours?
ANDY
Umm... thanks
Andy starts off towards her class not answering the question
out of shyness.
HALLWAY OUTSIDE OF CLASSROOM
Shyly Andy pulls out her binder and references her upcoming
class. Then Taylor walks up and looks at the classroom,
STUDENT (TAYLOR)
O, hey!!… are we in the same class?
and by the way my name is Taylor, I
am a Communications major sorry but
I missed your name the first time
we bumped into each other...
ANDY
My name is Andy nice to meet you...

2.

STUDENT (TAYLOR)
So are we in the same class?
ANDY
Yeah... I guess so.
(said a little nervously)
STUDENT (TAYLOR)
Lets sit together..
FLASHBACK: MAY YEARS PRIOR
CLASSROOM LISTENING TO LECTURE
Andy cowers as she is picked on by bullies. They throw paper
at her
BACK TO PRESENT:
COLLAGE CLASSROOM TEACHER DISCUSSING LECTURE AND THE CLASS AS
A WHOLE.
TEACHER
Alright class, You will start by
getting to know the people sitting
around you. Then form pairs to
start a group assignment.
FLASHBACK: MAY YEARS PRIOR
ANDY IN CLASS OVERHEARING OTHER STUDENTS.
BULLY
Why do we have to be teamed up with
her???
BULLY 2
She is weird and quiet...
BACK TO PRESENT:
Student approaches and sits in the row behind Andy. Tapping
her on the shoulder he starts talking about the lecture and
upcoming assignments.
FLASHBACK: MAY YEARS PRIOR
A bully walks by and sticks a mean note on Andy's back

3.
(Andy thinks back to this
moment when the student
behind her tries to get
her attention.)
BEN
Hey I missed class would you be
able to fill me in on some of the
details?
ANDY
Umm... yeah I can do that.
LATER IN THE SEMESTER
SCHOOL HALLWAY
Andy and Taylor walk side by side to class and run into Ben
Hey Andy!
Hi, Ben

BEN
ANDY

TAYLOR
So Andy, why didn't you introduce
us?
ANDY
O... well umm I thought you knew
each other.
Introductions ensue and montage of the trio studying and
learning together.
As the last days of the semester approach the trio are best
friends and it is clear to everyone.
FADE TO BLACK.
THE END.

